
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

WAVE-AutoTrendLines (WATi) is a multifunctional tool 
 for the market price charts graphical analysis. 

 
 
 
 

This tool is implemented as the indicator for MetaTrader4 (MT4) ( © 2000-2008, 

MetaQuotes Software Corp) trading platform 

 

WAVE-AutoTrendLines (WATi) is an assistant for analysis and forecasting of the 

pricing behavior and for a successful commercial decision. 
 

You can use WAVE-AutoTrendLines (WATi): 
 

1. To arrange a short-term trade (like swing trade) 

2. To arrange a long-term trade    

3. Use in conjunction with the Bill William’s system (New Trading Dimensions by PhD. 

B. Williams) 

4. For the Elliott waves market analysis  

5. To identify graphic patterns  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.metaquotes.ru/


 
 
What is WATi: 
 

1. Exact waves pivots for the high, low and lowest period. (red, yellow, purple colors by default)  

WATi draws high, low and lowest semaphores on price chart.  

The semaphores calculation made on the basis of the wave (pulse) formations 

identification.  

WATi does not use ZigZag or B. Williams fractals algorithms.  

Therefore, semaphores are stable and not repainted 
 

2. Automatic trend lines of high and low periods. (red, yellow colors by default) 

After identifying waves and the semaphores formation maxima and minima points of 

different periods), an indicator automatically creates a trend lines on the chart for high 

and low periods.  

Trend lines are stable and not repainted.  

You can switch off all or part of the trendy lines creation.  

You can also adjust the number of lines to create. 
 

3. The High period forecast trend line.  (pink color by default) 

The High period forecast trend line – this is a new indicator addition indicator.  

This line will significantly increase your skills analysis and forecast price behavior.  

The forecast trend line creating has a different algorithm. The current price dynamics 

is used in the calculation.  

Trend line forecast can change its position depending on the current situation. At the 

same time it accurately tracks the current price behavior. 
 

4. The warning and alarm system of events occurring  

Indicator has a warning and alarm system. When new high or low semaphore is 

formed, the indicator can notify about this textual or sound alarm 
 

  WATi has flexible system configuration. Each user can customize it for their own 

goals and objectives. 



 
  When buying WATi, you receive a indicator copy for the one valid account (real or demo) 

  You can buy it with limited and unlimited duration.  
 
Indicator Prices:  
15 USD (10 EUR) - for three months  
30 USD (20 EUR) - for one year  
50 USD (35 EUR) - unlimited duration 

 
Payment can be made via Web Money.  
 
To customize your copy we need:  
1. Your text identifier, something like a login.  
2. Account number for which you get an indicator. 
3. Trading platform should be MT4 
 
Also, you receive instruction on setup and description of the indicator possible uses for trade 
systems organizations. 

 
When you are buying an indicator for unlimited duration, you will have 15% discount on the 
purchase of other indicators. 

 
 

The following indicators are preparing for release 
 1. Asystem_Auto_123_pattern  
 2. Asystem_Auto_WolfWave_pattern 
 3. Asystem_Auto_Fans&SpeedLines 
 4. Asystem_Auto_GraficPatterns 
 5. Asystem_ElliottWaves 
 

 
All you good fortune and success in everything 
  

Asystem2000  
 
Contact E-mail: 
              asystem2000@rambler.ru

                                   asystem2000@yandex.ru

                                   asystem2000@qmail.com
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